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The annual “DIALOGO” CONFERENCES promote reflection and research on
important public issues to which Christian theology can make a constructive contribution and
is essential in the relation between science and religion in this era; scientists are also invited
to manifest their ideas/theories on the topics in a constructive manner. This virtual
conferences series gives you a great new way to participate in the fully fledged, scientific and
professional conference without personal participation.
The dialogue between science and theology has always existed whether it led to
agreements or controversies.
The desire to demonstrate the richness of such a dialog has given birth to our
Research Center on the Dialog between Science and Theology, whose mission is to stimulate
interdisciplinary scientific research in the above-mentioned fields, as well as in compared
and apologetic theology, resulting in solutions regarding the greater issue of today’s society
on a par with Christian` spirituality and faith.
The 1st Online International Conference to be held in November 2014, marks the first
anniversary of the opening of RCDST which calls for papers that explore both paradigms and
engage in a constructive dialog between science and theology.
The purpose of the DIALOGO CONFERENCES: Fundamental or experimental
research and theoretical papers describing original, previously unpublished work in all the
scientific fields that could be involved into the dialogue with theology are solicited. We were
honored by receiving top rated papers from distinguished scholars from all over the world.
Despite excellent work of scientific committee, not all submitted articles were published.
Prospective authors were invited to submit papers in any of the three sections of the
conference asked in 2014 - Cosmology, Life & Anthropology. Altogether 136 articles were
presented by the scientists from 29 countries, but only these 25 papers were accepted after a
triple peer review process by the international Reviewers Committee, and precisely checked
by the Technical Committee, to maintain the highest standards. Also, we didn`t recommend
all these papers, but those with high visibility, most liked and commented papers from all.
All these papers were presented into the first edition of this international,
multidisciplinary conference (November 2014) on an honest and fruitful dialogue between
any scientific domain and any theology. All the papers received and accepted for the
presentation into the conference were peer-review by at least three scholars. We give you
here their extended versions so that you can enjoy reading them in order to receive more
observations on our email address for a better improvement and pursuit of our purpose.
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